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Turbulence in fluids is a ubiquitous, fascinating, and complex
natural phenomenon that is not yet fully understood. Unraveling
turbulence in high density, high temperature plasmas is an even
bigger challenge because of the importance of electromagnetic
forces and the typically violent environments. Fascinating and
novel behavior of hot dense matter has so far been only indirectly
inferred because of the enormous difficulties of making observa-
tions on such matter. Here, we present direct evidence of turbu-
lence in giant magnetic fields created in an overdense, hot plasma
by relativistic intensity (1018W∕cm2) femtosecond laser pulses. We
have obtained magneto-optic polarigrams at femtosecond time
intervals, simultaneously with micrometer spatial resolution. The
spatial profiles of the magnetic field show randomness and their
k spectra exhibit a power law along with certain well defined
peaks at scales shorter than skin depth. Detailed two-dimensional
particle-in-cell simulations delineate the underlying interaction
between forward currents of relativistic energy “hot” electrons cre-
ated by the laser pulse and “cold” return currents of thermal elec-
trons induced in the target. Our results are not only fundamentally
interesting but should also arouse interest on the role of magnetic
turbulence induced resistivity in the context of fast ignition of
laser fusion, and the possibility of experimentally simulating such
structures with respect to the sun and other stellar environments.
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The largest terrestrially available magnetic fields are generated
when an intense laser pulse (intensity above 1018W∕cm2)

irradiates a solid target (1–3). The high energy density produced
by laser irradiation generates relativistic electron jets, through the
process of wave breaking. These relativistic electron jets carry the
laser energy deep into the target ionizing and heating the colder
portions behind the laser generated plasma and exciting return
shielding currents. In the laboratory, such heating is extremely
important for fast ignition of highly compressed targets in laser
fusion (4, 5), simulation of intra planetary matter existing at ul-
trahigh pressure (6), ultrafast X-ray pulses (7), as well as proton
and ion acceleration up to the MeV-GeV levels (3). It also serves
as an excellent tool for modeling astrophysical systems (8–10).
The transport of relativistic electrons through hot dense matter
is very complex and is barely understood (11, 12). Simulations
have shown that relativistic electron transport in plasma media
is fraught with severe plasma instabilities particularly the Weibel
instability (13), which leads to spatial separation of forward and
backward currents and eventually to the emergence of turbulent
structures (14) and rapid energy dissipation. A major physical
parameter that mirrors this complex physics is the giant magnetic
field—as high as hundreds of megagauss—generated in this
interaction. In earlier studies (15–17), we have shown that the
temporal evolution of this megagauss magnetic field can provide
essential and very useful information on the transport process—
for instance, the conductivity of the hot, dense matter and the
penetration depth of the hot electrons can be estimated easily.

These parameters are not easily obtainable by other methods.
In the present study, we take a further leap by spatially resolving
the giant magnetic field on a micrometer scale at each temporal
delay. These spatial maps clearly show the filamentary structures
of electron currents in the plasma. A spectral analysis of these
maps indicates that the magnetic fields are turbulent in nature
(18). We use pump-probe Cotton–Mouton polariscopy (15–17,
19) to measure the temporal and spatial evolution of the giant
magnetic field (the former on picosecond time scale and the
latter on micrometer scale). These polarigrams capture the tem-
poral evolution of the filamentation process and a Fourier ana-
lysis of the spatial images clearly shows a broad spectrum with a
power-law behavior for the magnetic energy. Our analytical stu-
dies and two-dimensional particle-in-cell (2D-PIC) simulations
support the broad power-law spectrum and clearly demonstrate
the presence of turbulence (20, 21).

Magnetic Field: Temporal and Spatial Profiles
Our measurements of the giant magnetic field (shown by the
schematic of Fig. 1) are based on the modification of the polar-
ization state of a weak probe beam (400 nm wavelength, 80 fs
duration) launched into the plasma at a certain time delay from
the plasma producing pump beam of intensity 1018W∕cm2

(800 nm wavelength, 30 fs duration). The plasma is created on
an optically planar solid target. The probe beam is reflected from
the electron density surface in the plasma that is critical for the
400 nm radiation. From the ellipticity induced in the polarization
of the reflected probe beam (19), we infer the magnetic field
by solving the Helmholtz equation in the plasma using an appro-
priate electron density profile and scale length. We also run
2D-PIC simulations for our experimental parameters to back the
results and provide a detailed interpretation of the observations.

Fig. 2A shows the measured time resolved and spatially inte-
grated ellipticity and magnetic field. The ellipticity rises to a max-
imum of 0.53 in 5.3 ps. The magnetic field increases from 0 to 63
megagauss in 3.2 ps at the critical surface of the probe (400 nm)
and starts decreasing beyond this time. Magnetic field strength is
along expected lines (1, 2, 15–17). Fig. 2 B andC shows the results
of our 2D-PIC simulations, which will be discussed a little later.

Fig. 2D shows a typical spatial profile of the magnetic field and
Fig. 2E is the corresponding two-dimensional contour plot of the
transverse profile of the magnetic field captured at 3.2-ps delay.
Note that the transverse dimension of the probe pulse (approxi-
mately 60 μm) is approximately three and a half times the trans-
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verse dimension of the pump focal spot and thus is suitable for
measuring magnetic fields having transverse structures larger
than the pump focal spot. The observed magnetic field is cylin-
drically asymmetric. We believe that this could be partially attrib-
uted to the asymmetric radiation forces on the electrons by the
laser pulse (22). The obliquely incident laser pulse pushes the
electrons along its propagation direction, inducing this asymme-
try, seen in all the images (Fig. 3). This feature is also seen in our
2D-PIC simulations (Fig. 2C). The maximization of the magnetic
field (over picosecond time scales), long after the incidence of the
laser pulse (femtosecond time scale) and its subsequent decay
over a period of several picoseconds is similar to that observed
in earlier experiments (15–17) and can be understood as follows.
The pump laser produces hot energetic electrons at the critical
density surface. These electrons propagate inward and the result-
ing space charge and induction field generate a return shielding
current of the background “cold” electrons (14, 23). As has been
observed in a variety of PIC simulation studies (24–27), at an in-
itial stage the two currents spatially overlap and the resultant
magnetic field is zero. The currents subsequently get Weibel
separated, wherein quasi-static ordered magnetic field configura-
tions get generated. This is followed by the tearing and coalescence
instabilities, which produce current channels and hence filamen-
tary magnetic field structures. The dynamical formation of these
structures occurs on a time scale much shorter than a picosecond
and initiates from a spatial scale of order c∕ωp ∼ 0.1 μm (where c
is the speed of light and ωp is the plasma frequency), which is much
smaller than our spatial resolution (approximately 4 μm). Hence
these fine scale spatio-temporal features cannot be captured in
our experiments. However, the subsequent turbulence generation
[due to mechanism such as fluid like velocity shear driven Kelvin–

Helmholtz (KH) like instability arising due to the current shear
in spatially separated forward and return shielding currents (12,
28, 29)], leads to the formation of random filamentary magnetic
fields, which are sustained over much longer time scales. Our pre-
sent experimental observation falls in this particular time scale
regime for which we provide a detailed analysis.

Filamentary Structures
The magnetic field spatial profiles presented here provide direct
pictures of filamentation (Fig. 3). So far filamentation has been
seen indirectly in experiments [via spatial profiles of fast electron
beams (30), spatial profiles of accelerated proton beams (31), or
via optical emission from the target rear (32)]. These provide
indirect and somewhat incomplete evidence in the sense that
(i) they do not directly measure/reflect the current structures in-
side the target but are inferred from secondary effects, (ii) signals
are measured outside the target and not in situ, and (iii) they are
not time resolved. In contrast, we present evolution of the fila-
mentary structures (a) right at the critical surface and (b) resolved
all the way upto 7.0 ps—i.e., long after the pump irradiation.
Theoretical expectations and simulations (13, 33) suggest that
the Weibel separated and tearing destabilized filament thickness
should be of the order of c∕ωp (approximately 0.1 μm). The ty-
pical thickness of a filament we measure is approximately 4 μm
(Fig. 2E), indicating that the coalescence of several filaments
has occurred. According to simulations the process of Weibel
separation and tearing instability for filament formation occurs
on the time scale of a few tens of femtoseconds (13) and hence

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental arrangement for measuring spatial and
temporal profiles of the magnetic field. The plasma is created a by an intense
pump pulse. A weak probe pulse samples the plasma at different time delays
after pump irradiation. The target is an optically polished aluminum coated
BK-7 glass plate. BBO, β-barium borate (second harmonic generating crystal);
L, Lens; BS, beam splitter; M, mirror; P, polarizer; BG39, Schott glass filter;
PMT, photomultiplier tube; CCD, charged couple device camera. The sketch
at bottom shows the relativistic hot electron forward currents induced by the
pump pulse and the thermal (cold) return currents provided by the target
environment. The azimuthal direction of the magnetic field at the critical
surface is shown.

Fig. 2. Magnetic field at the critical surface of the plasma measured with
a 400-nm probe pulse. (A) Time resolved but spatially integrated ellipticity
of reflected probe pulse and the magnetic field derived from this ellipticity.
(B) Integrated magnetic field derived from 2D-PIC simulation including
electron–ion collisions. (C) Snapshots of the magnetic field simulation at
several time intervals. The filamentation of the currents and localization
of the magnetic field is clearly seen. (D) Three-dimensional representation,
and (E) two-dimensional contour plot of space and time resolved magnetic
field measured at 3.2 ps.
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can not be captured in present experimental observations. Our
studies capture the structures after some coalescence has
taken place and monitor the subsequent evolution and long term
behavior.

The experimentally measured time evolution of the magnetic
field is very well reproduced by the 2D-PIC simulations (Fig. 2B),
which show that the magnetic field increases with time until
around 3.5 ps and then begins to decrease. The lower curve
in Fig. 2B is obtained by a spatial average along the direction
of the plasma density gradient from nc to 4nc. This gives a mag-
netic field value slightly larger than the experimental value
because the latter is a temporal and spatial average. As shown in
Fig. 2C, the magnetic field structure is determined by the hot
electron source produced by the incident laser pulse at the intital
stage (0.3 ps). Later, filamentation of the laser produced electron
beams and the associated cold return currents develops due to
the Weibel-like instability. Localization of the magnetic field is
evident at times larger than 0.3 ps. It is found that, collisional
resistivity strongly influences the motion of both cold plasma
electrons and energetic beam electrons (34), which dominates
the long time (multipicosecond) behavior of currents and asso-
ciated high magnetic fields.

Turbulent Magnetic Field
There is much more information hidden in the measured spatial
structures. Fig. 4 presents the power spectrum of images at sev-
eral time delays. The power spectrum gives the power contained
in each spatial mode. To elucidate the measured spatial structure
of the magnetic field, we present the 1D power spectrum
obtained from the 2D power spectrum by integrating along one

spatial dimension (see Methods for more details). The spatial
structure of magnetic field profile in the transverse plane indeed
exhibits considerable randomness right from the data at 0.2 ps
to the last observation shown at 7.0 ps. The spatial randomness
of the measured magnetic field profiles provides a strong direct
indication for turbulence. A broad power-law Fourier spectrum
obtained by analyzing dozens of such images (details are de-
scribed in Methods) is yet another pointer toward the turbulent
nature of the phenomenon (18, 20, 21). The spatial power spectra
have an identical form for all times though the spatial transverse
profile of magnetic field appear significantly different at each
instant (Fig. 4). The form remains identical albeit the spectral
intensities at various scales show a steady increase up to 3.2 ps
and a decay beyond this time. Further, the spectrum shows three
distinct peaks occurring around three harmonics—namely, k, 2k,
and 3k with k ≈ 7 (in units of inverse electron skin depth) in all
the datasets. The spectra fit a power law k−α with an index that
is close to α ¼ 2. In short, the transverse spatial magnetic field
profile shows the following characteristic features: (i) random
spatial pattern in transverse plane of the target which has a max-
imum amplitude at ¼3.2 ps; (ii) identical form of the spectra for
all times; (iii) spectral peaks at the first, second, and third har-
monic of k with k ≈ 7; (iv) the spectra fits a power law ∼k−2.

The inset of Fig. 4 shows the power spectrum derived from
our 2D-PIC simulations. It can be seen from this figure that
the spectrum follows a power-law k−2 similar to the experimental
results, in particular at the later stages of evolution. The results
for the magnetic field are not much sensitive to the initial electron
temperatures. The final electron temperature is in the range
of 300–600 keV and ion temperature in the range 4–8 keV. The
cell size in our simulation prevents the retrieval of the sharp fea-
tures seen in the experiment.

These features can be readily understood on the basis of an
electron magnetohydrodynamic (EMHD) description. The for-
ward and return shielding currents get spatially separated as a
result of Weibel instability during the initial femtoseconds of
evolution (13). The subsequent tearing and coalescence instabil-
ities generate current channels with sheared electron flow config-
uration. This sheared electron flow configuration is susceptible
to KH like instability and may be responsible for turbulence in
the magnetic field, resulting in a broad power spectrum. Further-
more, as the separated current pulse moves toward a high density
plasma (it has to traverse from the critical density of nc to
4nc, where observations are made) it encounters plasma density
inhomogeneity and forms structures sharper than the electron
skin depth by the mechanism outlined in our earlier work (27).
We believe this may be responsible for the multiple peaks ob-
served in the spectrum at scales much sharper than the electron
skin depth.

Let us now estimate the value of the Reynolds like parameter
(the typical ratio of nonlinearity to dissipation pertinent to the

Fig. 4. Power spectrum of magnetic field spatial profiles measured at differ-
ent pump-probe delays. The inset shows the power spectra derived from
2D-PIC simulations.

Fig. 3. Complete dynamics of spatio-temporal evolution of the intense laser induced magnetic field at the critical surface of the plasma measured with a
400-nm probe pulse.
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system) for our experiments. Here this will be provided by
Reexp ¼ ~v · ∇ ~v∕νei ~v, the dominant dissipation being the resistivity
arising out of the electron-ion classical collision frequency. For
fast electrons v ∼ c and taking the typical scales of filaments to
be of the order of skin depth, we have Reexp ∼ ωpe∕νei ∼ 106 a
reasonable value for the turbulence to set in (18, 20, 21). We also
wish to point out that, the energy spectrum for EMHD turbu-
lence have been predicted to be (35) around −7∕3 ð∼ − 2.33Þ
for k ≪ 1, and −5∕3 ð∼ − 1.66) for k ≫ 1, which are numbers
quite close to −2.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have presented direct evidence for turbulence in
the megagauss magnetic fields generated by relativistic electron
currents induced in a solid target by high intensity, femtosecond
laser pulses. Our pump-probe measurements and PIC simulations
clearly establish the power-law behavior of the magnetic field. We
believe that our results will have important implications for under-
standing phenomena affected by plasma turbulence, for example
turbulent induced resistivity and how it may affect the fast ignition
of laser fusion by such hot electron jets. They also open the pos-
sibility for laboratory simulations of turbulent structures in stellar
environments.

Methods
Experimental. The experiments were performed using a 20 terawatt Ti:sap-
phire chirped pulse amplification laser at the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, Mumbai, delivering 30 fs, 800 nm pulses at repetition rate of 10 Hz.
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The p-polarized
laser pump pulse was incident at an angle 40° with respect to the target nor-
mal and focused to 17 μm spot with a f∕3 off-axis parabola on an optically
polished aluminum coated BK-7 glass target. The thickness of the aluminum
coating on the BK-7 glass is kept much larger than the skin depth
(δs ∼ c∕ωp ∼ 100 nm). So the incident pump laser interacts only with the alu-
minum coating and creates plasma on aluminum layer and hot electron can
propagates through the glass of lower conductivity. The pulse energy on
target is 120 mJ, giving a peak intensity of ∼3 × 1018W∕cm2. The normalized
classical momentum of the electron in the laser electric field is given by
a ¼ Posc∕mc ¼ eE∕ðmω0cÞ ¼ 8.53 × 10−10 × ðIλ2Þ1∕2, where e is the electron
charge, E is the electric field at focus, m is electron’s mass, ω0 is the laser
angular frequency, c is the speed of light, I is the intensity of light in W∕cm2

and λ is the laser wavelength in microns. Relativistic intensities are reached
when a is about or greater than unity; in the present case, a ¼ 1.2.

The target was placed inside a vacuum chamber at a pressure of 10−5 Torr
and was rastered using computer controlled xyzθ precision motion stage as-
sembly to ensure that each laser pulse irradiates a fresh spot on the target.
We extracted 5% of the main beam and converted that to the second har-
monic (2ω) (400 nm) and used as a probe, so that it can penetrate up to four
times the critical density that corresponds to 800 nm (36). Another advantage
of using 2ω probe is the suppression of pump noise (36). The probe was
time delayed by a high precision translation stage. The intensity of probe was
kept very low, approximately 1011W∕cm2, by focusing it loosely on the target
(spot size of approximately 60 μm). The spatial overlap of pump and probe
pulses was achieved by viewing the interaction region with a video zoom
microscope coupled to a CCD camera. The temporal matching (i.e.,
time delay ¼ 0 ps) of the pump and the probe pulses was ascertained by
the sharp transition in the temporally resolved reflectivity of the probe pulse,
indicating formation of the plasma by the pump pulse (15, 16). The incident
polarization of the probe pulse was adjusted using a half-wave plate and its
reflected polarization state was measured by a Glan-air analyzer with an ex-
tinction ratio of 1∶10−5.

The transverse spatial profile of the intensity of the reflected probe pulse
at the parallel (Ijj) and the crossed (I⊥) positions of the analyzer was measured
by a CCD camera with a pixel size of 6.45 × 6.45 μm and an imaging array of
1;392 × 1;040 pixels. The probe pulse is influenced by the fast electron gen-

erated magnetic field in the plasma, undergoing a change in its polarization
ellipse, via the magneto-optic Cotton–Mouton effect (15–17, 19). Typically,
the four Stokes’ Parameters are measured for inferring the complete polar-
ization state of the reflected probe. Of particular relevance are the parallel
and crossed components of polarization. For this, the reflected probe is
divided into two arms so that both can be measured simultaneously. In each
arm there are two detectors—a photomultiplier tube to measure space in-
tegrated ellipticity and a CCD camera to measure spatially resolved ellipticity.
Magnetic field can be derived from the induced ellipticity by using equation
βðtÞ ¼ ðe2∕mec3ωncÞ∫ neðl; tÞB2ðl; tÞdl (19). In brief, it can be shown that the
Stokes’ vector in the magnetized plasma evolves in the direction of the pro-
pagation of the laser pulse, depending on the self-generated magnetic field.
The plasma box is divided into a large number of slabs, where the plasma
parameters are assumed to be approximately constant in a given slab. The
output Stokes’ vector of one slab is fed into the next slab as the input
and the evolution equation of the Stokes’ vector is solved numerically in each
slab to finally yield the ellipticity (and hence the magnetic field) of the laser
pulse emerging from the plasma box. An exponential plasma density profile
was used for the numerical integration with a plasma expansion velocity of
5 × 106 cm∕ sec derived from Doppler shift measurement of the reflected
probe from plasma (36). The above procedure was implemented for each
CCD pixel to get a 2D spatial mapping of the magnetic field at the critical
surface of the 400-nm probe beam.

Turbulence Analysis. The power spectra have been calculated as follows. The
transverse profile of magnetic field image [Bðx; yÞ] is converted into spatial
Fourier transform [Bðkx; kyÞ] image. Two-dimensional power spectrum
[Pðkx; ky Þ] is calculated from [Bðkx; kyÞ] by using

Pðkx; kyÞ ¼ Bðkx; kyÞ � conj½Bðkx; kyÞ�: [1]

The 1D power spectrum [QðkxÞ and QðkyÞ] is obtained as follows:

QðkxÞ ¼
Z

Pðkx; kyÞdky [2]

QðkyÞ ¼
Z

Pðkx; kyÞdkx: [3]

PIC Simulations.Wehave conducted a series of 2D-PIC simulations with a code
developed following the scheme described in refs. 37–39. In our code, binary
collisions between electrons and electrons-ions are included as per the
scheme in refs. 40 and 41. Absorption and periodic boundary conditions
are adopted in the z direction and y direction, respectively. Particles leaving
from the simulation box are reflected with random initial thermal velocities.
The simulation box is 16λ × 96λ with 32 cells in a laser wavelength λ. There
are 25 particles per cell per species. In our simulations, aluminum targets are
used. Plasma density is uniform along the y direction and exponentially
grows along the z direction as nc expðz∕L − 1Þ to a plateau at 140nc , where
L ¼ 2λ is the scale length. The initial temperature of the electrons and ions
are 10 eV and 1 eV, respectively (note that the simulation results do not de-
pend upon the initial electron temperature, in particular at the later stages of
evolution). P-polarized laser is incident at 45° angle on the target with an
intensity of 3.0 × 1018W∕cm2, the wavelength (λ) of 800 nm. The laser field
profile is a ¼ a0 sin2ðπt∕τÞ expðy 2∕ω2

0 Þ, the laser pulse duration (τ) is 20 laser
cycles (53 fs), and the waist (w0) is 10λ.
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